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During a session at the 2022 European Hematology Association Congress, speakers discussed how artificial intelligence (AI) can help advance the
principles of ethical medicine—but also how new ...
AI Holds Potential to Support Ethical Principles in Hematology—but There’s a Dark Side
Commonly associated with diabetes, high blood sugar can lead to serious complications if left untreated. Read on to ensure your health.
The #1 Signal Your Blood Sugar is "Dangerously High"
The origins of our blood may not be quite what we thought. Using cellular "barcoding" in mice, a groundbreaking study finds that blood cells originate
not from one type of mother cell, but two, with ...
New work upends understanding of how blood is formed
We all have one, and s You wouldn't know it by looking on the surface, but coursing through your veins every second of every day are tiny variations
that categorize your blood into one of these ...
Your Blood Type Matters, Especially When It Comes to Your Heart Health
But how do we know what to do to ensure that good health? Some things seem obvious, like eating a healthy diet, getting quality sleep and exercising
regularly. Other times in the face of technical ...
3 health screening tests you may have never heard of but should know
Throughout one's life, the blood is constantly being replenished from blood stem cells. However, these cells lose their functionality in old age.
Researchers at the Leibniz Institute on Aging—Fritz ...
Preprogrammed aging: Gene-controlled growth in youth drives aging of blood stem cells in late life
Combining imaging the blood vessels of the retina and genomic data with classical risk factors was able to more accurately classify the risk of coronary
artery disease (CAD), and of heart attack, than ...
Blood vessel shape predicts what shape the heart is in
Blood flow restriction training is a technique that restricts blood flow in your arms and/or legs during exercise to help with injury rehabilitation,
tendinitis, surgery post-op (such as knee surgery) ...
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Blood Flow Restriction Training Gets You Stronger Without the Heavy Weights
This week, the Jan. 6 committee held its first prime-time hearing on the Capitol riot, while Republicans in Congress called foul. The Biden
administration announced an 8.6% inflation rate that ...
'I was slipping in people's blood': Quotes of the Week
Oh, we knowed what was goin’ on in it all the time,” said Haywood, “We had papers in them days just like now.” Heywood exposed a central canard of
Juneteenth as a day when uninformed Blacks in Texas ...
"Oh, We Knowed What Was Goin’ On": The Myths (and Lies) of Juneteenth
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the National Health Authority (NHA) Dr RS Sharma on Friday said India covid vaccination platform Co-WIN will be
repurposed as ...
Co-WIN platform will be used for transparent organ, blood donation says Dr RS Sharma
Victims of the contaminated blood scandal – some of whom are nearing the end of their lives – should receive interim payments, according to a new plan
sent to ministers.Sir Robert Francis QC, who has ...
Victims of the contaminated blood scandal should receive interim payments, report says
Esports' messy response to the war has created a hotchpotch of sanctions against Russian teams and players that make no coherent sense.
The Esports Iron Curtain: A patchwork of confused inconsistency
PureTech Meets Milestone of Achieving Oral Bioavailability of Allopregnanolone in Healthy Adults Dosed with LYT-300 ...
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